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Overview
The ancient Asian tradition
of brush painting with black
ink celebrates a simple
painting style of lyrical and
expressive line. Just as a
Sumi-E master uses the
bare minimum of
brushstrokes to express the
essence of the object being
depicted, our project will
focus on depicting only the
most important
characteristics of our
subject. Students will
manipulate the line itself to
suggest detail and suffuse
their subject with life.

Student Objectives
Students will:
•

be introduced to the basics of ink painting with a brush

•

create a painting in the style of traditional Sumi-E

•

understand the importance of line and explore its expressive qualities

•

learn how to manipulate line to its maximum extent (thick/thin, smooth/
rough, curving/jagged)

•

learn how to edit or distill an image down to its “essence” to convey
information in a simplified way ; create an interesting painting with a
minimum of marks

•

understand balance in a composition and the role of a signature in art

Historical and Cultural
Connections
Traditional ink painting developed in China over a thousand years ago
and is shared by many other countries. It is often called Asian brush or
wash painting. In Japanese, sumi means ink and e means painting or
picture so Sumi-E (pronounced soo-mee ay) means “ink picture” or “ink
painting.”
In this tradition, an artist usually works with a single scene or subject
for years, developing a deep understanding while trying to capture the
essence or spirit (chi) of the subject. Only when one is very familiar
with the subject, can one paint freely and simply. Extraneous
information is pared away leaving only the most important elements to
convey the subject and bring it alive. One master worked nearly his
whole life painting only shrimp. As an old man, he felt that he was
finally able to capture the spirit of shrimp---but only some of the time!
Painting this way, the artist is deliberately spare with their marks,
like a poet is with words, trying to wring as much meaning out of each
line as possible. Therefore, lines vary tremendously not just in length
but in breadth (thick/thin), shape (smooth/rough), direction (straight/
curved, jagged/smooth), and even value (dark to light).

Connections, continued
Lines can convey motion, energy, emotion, and a tremendous amount of information
with their edges (a ragged line could convey rough bark while a wispy curved line
could suggest a horse’s blowing tail). Thereby, the elements of the line suggest the
details of the subject.
Although some artists do use color, we will focus on the main technique of brush
movement which uses only black ink and ink diluted with water to make a variety
of grays. Composition is very important and is usually asymmetrical. The subject
matter should be placed carefully on the paper with plenty of empty space around it
in order to best showcase it.
The artist’s signature is also an important part of the composition. Traditionally, it
is produced by a hand-carved wood (sometimes stone) signature block (called a
chop) which was inked and then printed on the paper. The chop is carefully and
deliberately placed to balance the whole painting, offsetting the weight and
importance of the painted image.
Just as the act of this type of contemplative painting is considered a form of
meditation which brings peace and harmony to the artist, the finished piece is
intended to inspire the same sense of tranquility and joy in the viewer.
Here’s to painting with peace and harmony!

Vocabulary
•

Balance: The way in which the elements in visual arts are arranged to

create a feeling of equilibrium in a work of art. The three types of balance
are symmetry, asymmetry, and radial.

•

Composition: The organization of elements in a work of art.

•

Line: A point moving in space. Line can vary in width, length,

curvature, color, or direction.

•

Value: Lightness or darkness of a hue or neutral color. A value scale

shows the range of tones from black to white.

Supplies
Per Student:
Sumi-E brush (Chinese brush) approx. #3 if available OR large
round watercolor brush (#8-10) size
Plastic cup (2-4 oz size) with one to two teaspoons (India) black ink
(suitable for use in the classroom)
Plastic cup with gray ink (black ink diluted with water)
Container with water
Paper towel
2-4 sheets Kraft paper (brown), cut to approx. 12” x 18”
3-4 sheets rice paper, 9” x 12”,
1 sheet white cardstock, 11” x 17” (for later mounting)

Shared Supplies:
Supplies: Red ultra-fine Sharpie marker
Assorted reference photos
Spray adhesive (for mounting): USED ONLY BY ADULTS OUTDOORS

Pre-preparation
•

The animal reference photos should be either printed or prepared for
projection.

•

Roll of kraft paper should be torn or cut into 12” X 18” sheets, several per
student.

•

Ink needs to be diluted approx 20:1 (water to ink) to make light gray. Check the
mix on paper for med-light gray color.

•

Docent should practice the (six) brush strokes and the plum branch until
comfortable demonstrating them.

•

In class set up: per student:
Tables may need to be protected with plastic or paper (ink soaks through
the rice paper)
Each place should be set up with all supplies, rice paper off to the side or to the
top

Process: Introduction and
discussion
Briefly explore the tradition of Sumi-E brush painting with visual
examples. Discuss the principles and ideals, asking questions to engage
your students. Show several examples and pick one with black and gray
ink to discuss.
Is there a lot of imagery or a little? (there are only a few strokes and no
color, but we still can tell what the image is and a lot about it).
Without color, artist relies on other things to portray subject matter.
Like what? (line, shape, texture, value).
See how simply the artist captures the feeling of the subject?
How many strokes create it? (count)
How many types of lines?
When is gray ink used? (usually for softer, more delicate, or more distant
elements).
What details are included? What is not? (the artist only includes parts
and details that makes an animal unique or are interesting. For
example, for a bird, what to include: the beak, wings, and/or feathers?
What about a giraffe? The neck and spots are more important than
horns and hooves. Include the fewest features required to keep the figure
recognizable.
Lastly, look at the red signature chops and especially their placement.
Explain how the signature visually balances the image and adds interest
and variety to the painting.

Process: Painting
There are two parts to the project:
Guided Practice:
First, the docent will introduce and practice the
basic types of brush strokes with the students. Then all
together, docent and students will paint a plum branch on
practice paper, using the basic strokes.
Individual Painting:
Next, each student will pick an animal from the
reference photos to paint, Sumi-E style, on their own. In the
remaining time, students will continue to paint, creating as
many paintings as they wish on rice paper.

Guided Practice, basic strokes
Have students position themselves with sheet of kraft paper and painting equipment in place. Dip brush in water
and have them shape their brushes (on the side of the cup or with their fingers) to a nice point.
Holding the brush vertically with hand midway up the handle (this traditional, formal position is important and
helpful), dip brush in ink and have all students practice the following six strokes together, dipping brush in ink for
each stroke:
1. Thin lines with tip of brush
2. Thick lines by pressing harder with brush
3. Thin-thick lines by pressing gently, then pressing harder and then lifting slightly as draw brush across paper
4. Dots with the tip of the brush, various sizes
5. Press strokes by pressing firmly to create a short line equaling a teardrop shape
6. Freestyle line by tipping brush sideways and twisting and turning it as pull across paper. This stroke can create
a line with ragged edges.
Let students play around with the strokes challenging them to also make some very long lines and try to see how
much variety, thick to thin along with tight and loose curves they can achieve. They should understand the role of
pressure.
Explain that the above six strokes can be combined to make all sorts of images.

Guided Practice, Plum branch
1. On a new sheet of kraft or rice paper, have students draw a twisting freestyle line, diagonally down
across their paper, bending and wiggling and slowly lifting as they go so that the line gets thinner and
finally as continue to lift, disappears. This will be a plum branch.
2. Dip brush again and add a second, smaller branch onto the first at any point, twisting and lifting the
brush as move away from first branch. Add a few more small branches that always get thinner as move
away from main branch. (Older students: branches can overlap to create depth)
3. Rinse brush well, repoint it and using the gray ink make a circle of five small dots or small press
strokes near one of the branches with the point of each towards the center of the circle. Make several
blossoms. (Older students can add several tiny dots of black ink for the stamens in flower centers. Can
also paint a few buds or falling petals with just a single press stroke. The blossoms do not have to connect
to the branch (Older students: an implied rather than actual line connects the blossoms to the branch)
Note the contrast and variety between gnarled wood, young branches and delicate flowers. Students are
now finished practicing.

Individual Painting
1. Have students select an animal that they would like to paint from the photo references
available.
2. Have them study their animal, explore the anatomy of it, and understand its pose.
Decide what is most important to include, and what can be left out—in other words,
how to simplify or edit the animal to its basic essence.
3. Students should then paint their animals, on rice paper, using as few brush strokes as
possible to capture the essence or spirit of it.
4. As they paint, remind them that they do not need to complete or connect lines or
include all details, especially superficial coloration (unless are important spots, stripes,
etc). Encourage them to use different types of strokes and the gray ink for contrast, for
less important aspects, or to create the illusion of distance (distant objects appear lighter).
5. As students finish one painting, they should pick up a new piece of rice paper and paint
another, creating as many paintings of the same animal (or changing animals) as they wish
using the remaining time. Encourage them to paint deliberately and thoughtfully and to
keep referring to their animals to connect with and understand their subject matter.

Painting continued
6. After they finish a few paintings, students should sign their
paintings (at least their favorite one) in a chop signature style.
Students should carefully select an empty place on their paper that
will visually balance with their main image. Using the red marker,
they should draw a small box (about one inch square). Inside the box,
initial(s) or a small personal symbol should be added.
7. At completion of the project, each student’s favorite painting can
be mounted onto a larger piece of white cardstock, if desired. (white
is traditional and due to transparency of the paper a better choice
than black). Use spray adhesive on the back of the painting and
press paper onto the center of the cardstock. ADULTS ONLY use
spray adhesive OUTDOORS
8. An AAYF label should be affixed to the back of the mounted
paintings. (It could be filled out by the student and paperclipped to
the chosen painting until the painting is mounted since the artwork
will not be traditionally signed)

Project Notes
• Brushes should be of good quality and be able to be shaped to a fine point. Students
can make the brushes pointed by rolling the brush on the edge of their cup or if clean,
on a paper towel
• Remember to keep brushes vertical for best results, keeping wrists and elbows up
and backs straight
•

Students can practice keeping their brushes moving as they touch the brush down
and lift it up again to create grace and variety in their lines

• Cut brown paper practice sheets (3-4 per student, if poss.) ahead of time from the roll
• Print or prepare a few Sumi-E paintings as examples for discussion
• Spray adhesive for mounting can only be used by adults outdoors.

Aesthetic Valuing
1. Were you able to simplify your image, but still make it recognizable?
2. Do you think you were able to master the brush strokes of Sumi-E
painting?
3. How did you decide where to place your signature and did you include
symbols?
4. Did you enjoy learning the techniques of brush ink painting?

Presenting Artist
Susan Summit Cyr (Suzy) is owner and founder of SeaHorse Studio a working and
teaching art studio recently relocated to Rancho Palos Verdes. Suzy grew up on the
Peninsula and from an early age was captivated by the native inhabitants in the
surrounding habitats.
Combining her passion for the natural world and visual art, Suzy graduated with a BA
in Biological Art from Pomona College in Claremont and a MFA in Biomedical
Illustration from CSULB. She commenced a career as a free-lance Biological
Illustrator for the past 25 years. Suzy began teaching art in 1996 and has taught
extensively in public and private settings all over the Northwest.
In 2005, Suzy opened SeaHorse Studio where she emphasized a process-based
curriculum based on classic art principles but emphasizing exploration, discovery,
and joy as critical components of creative art making.
When not teaching, Suzy can be found creating large scale silk paintings celebrating
the natural world. Her paintings hang in private collections primarily along the west
coast. Her latest endeavor is SeaHorse Boards, silk-wrapped paddleboards and
surfboards that allow water lovers to bring the majesty of the ocean home with them.
Susan lives with her husband of 33 years and a rescue dog, Karma in Palos Verdes.
Her three grown children live nearby and keep art making central to their lives.

